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S E A SW I M M I N G

I N T O

T H E

B L U E

Swimming in the sea is a joy often left behind in
c h i l d h o o d . R o s e e Wo o d l a n d r e f u s e s t o g r o w u p . . .

On my desk there is a bowl of stones and shells, a new one
harvested at every wild swimming spot I discover. While
I pound away on my computer keyboard, away from the
elements, their lines and ridges form shadowy faces that wink
at me, nudging me back to the water I think of as my second
home. I’m never away for long.
Like many children, the sea was my favourite playground.
Summer holidays were spent building sandcastles, rockpooling
for crabs, and racing in and out of the freezing waves.
These days not much has changed. The water pulls me in,
no matter the weather or time of year. My husband stands
on the beach, throwing a ball for the dog, while my intrepid
daughter and I explore our submerged world, buffeted by the
rise and fall of the living water. The swell breaks over our faces
and washes away all thoughts of mortgages or homework.
Weekends are for wetsuits.

Sea bathing has been popular since the 17th century, when
it was equated with the supposed spiritual and health benefits
of ‘taking the waters’ at natural spas like Bath and Harrogate.
As those spa towns grew into tourist destinations and the
industrial revolution exploded, the coast became a holiday hot
spot too. With the advent of train travel, thousands of factory
workers descended on the seaside to make the most of their
treasured days off.
We picture swimmers of old decked out in cumbersome
costumes, sheltered from view by ‘bathing machines’ (a bit like
a shed on wheels), anxious to protect their modesty at all
times. In fact, while this was certainly true for the Georgians
and Victorians, it was also common for men to swim in rivers
and lakes completely nude.
And after Coco Chanel returned home accidentally
sunburnt after a holiday on the French Riviera, sunbathing
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grew in popularity from the 1920s onwards. Despite protests from the moral
majority, swimwear shrank to accommodate both the trend for a tan and the
sportier lifestyles people were living.
As the 20th century progressed, cheap flights to foreign climes triggered
the gradual decline of many British seaside towns, but in recent years a
national renewed interest in wild swimming has led to the beaches filling
up again. Where once you would see acres of sunburnt flesh on a British
seafront, now there is a sea filled with striped neoprene, pods of slimline
two-legged orcas, frolicking in the waves.
Slide into the water in a wetsuit and you feel cosseted. Your hands and
feet may go numb, but the rest of you stays protected from the cold. It is
an odd, slightly disconnected experience, as the sensation of the sea rolling
over your skin is muffled by the rubber. It is less raw and real, but also more
manageable in our icy waters.
Carys Matthews is an avid sea swimmer, who was raised in Devon. Like
many wild swimmers, she prefers venturing in without a wetsuit, only using
it for longer training swims.
“As a child I spent hours splashing around with a snorkel or bodyboarding
and honing my swimming skills,” she told me. “I also chose to go to
university near the sea where I regularly swam in the chilly Welsh waters
near Aberystwyth.
“I find swimming in the sea incredibly therapeutic. Somehow it takes
my mind off trivial day-to-day worries as after a few strokes I slip into the
moment. I also love how no two swims are the same, as the ebb and flow of
the sea is constantly changing.
“At the moment I’m not brave enough to be a winter sea swimmer, so my
sea swimming season usually starts at the end of April through to October.
I try to swim at least once or twice a month in the sea – more if I can!”
And sea swimming isn’t just the preserve of British beach lovers. Beth
Neale grew up in landlocked Johannesburg, South Africa, but vividly
remembers her summers by the sea on the south coast of Durban.
“I would spend as much time as I could swimming and pretending to be a
mermaid,” she says. “When we were back at home in Johannesburg, I would
take the table salt and pour it into my bath and wait for my legs to change
into a tail. So I obviously tried to recreate the ocean feeling wherever I could!
“I have never had the realisation that I love the ocean. It feels as if it
is a deep love that I have always just known. When I am in water, I feel a
happiness that I can never come close to feeling when I am out of water.”
Beth now works for I Am Water, a conservation charity. Through her role
as education and outreach manager she teaches youngsters how to snorkel
and freedive, fostering their love for the ocean. She also gives presentations
in schools about marine life, helping the children understand the vital
importance of protecting it.
“Through freediving, I have been able to have the most profound and
mind-blowing experiences with ocean animals,” she says. “From talkative,
wild and free, friendly dolphins choosing to interact and play with me, to
freediving down into the blue while listening to a male humpback whale
singing a hauntingly beautiful song, along with many more incredible
interactions with sharks, turtles, mantas and other animals. I truly have had
the most significant moments of my life in the ocean.
“I am extremely fortunate that my greatest passion is able to be a part of
my work. We believe that people will only protect what they love and what
they understand, so we teach as many children as possible about our oceans,
and the many problems facing our oceans, and of course, how they can be a
part of the solution.”
I first met Beth in Bermuda, where she was leading an I Am Water
freediving expedition with teenagers from a local school. Swimming in the
ocean off Bermuda is a very different experience from inching your way
into the icy shallows of a wintery Norfolk sea. The water is azure and balmy.
Around the rocky edges of the beaches and coves are coral reefs teeming
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GET THE RIGHT GEAR
A swimming-specific wetsuit has more
shoulder mobility and buoyancy than a surfing
suit, but will set you back at least £200. If you only
plan to swim occasionally you can hire wetsuits.
Alternatively, a rash vest is better than nothing and
will also protect you from the sun.
Goggles are a good idea if you want to do more
than just splash about. There are plenty of great
snorkelling spots in the UK, and masks and snorkels
are inexpensive.
Feet and hands feel the cold the most and can get
numb and or painful quite quickly in cold water. If
you want to try neoprene gloves and socks don’t be
surprised if they make you feel a little clumsy at first.
A swim hat will help keep your head warm, and
earplugs are great for keeping icy water out!
If all this sounds like too much effort, by all means
choose to swim ‘skins’ (no wetsuit) but be warned
that you won’t be able to stay in as long. Either way,
don’t skimp on acclimatising.
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ACCLIMATISING
Swimming pools are usually at least 10C
hotter than any coastal water you’ll find in the UK,
so you will feel the difference.
Don’t jump into the sea, as this can lead to cold
water shock. Instead, edge into the water and stay
within your depth for a few minutes while your body
gets used to the cold. You may find your breathing
quickens and you might even feel panicky. Relax
and wait for those feelings to subside.
Splash water on your face – this is one of the most
sensitive areas. If you’re wearing a wetsuit pull the
neck open to allow water to trickle in. Once the
initial shock has passed, swim around for a few
minutes. For your first time in cold water a few
minutes is plenty – you can increase the amount of
time fairly quickly if you swim in cold water regularly.
Remember though, that hypothermia is inevitable
in water colder than 17C. Signs of hypothermia
include feeling euphoric, lethargic, confused or
clumsy. If in doubt, get out. It’s not something you
can ‘beat’. Have plenty of warm clothes and a flask
of something hot ready and waiting.
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BEACH SAFETY
3
Pay attention to lifeguarding signs and obey
them. A red flag means don’t go into the water.
If two half red, half yellow flags are flying, swim
between them – this area has been declared
safe by the lifeguards.
When waves are breaking onto a beach, you may
instinctively head for a calm spot between them,
but this can be a sign of a ‘rip’ current heading out
to sea as water is drawn along a channel in the sea
bed. Other signs of rips include cloudy water, where
the seabed is being churned up by the current.
If you get caught in a rip, don’t fight it – not even
an Olympic swimmer can successfully swim against
a rip. You can either allow it to carry you along and
wave for help, or swim along parallel to the shore,
which should take you out of the current within
about 30 seconds. Once you can feel you are out of
the current, swim or ride the waves into the shore.
Remember that you will float. Seawater is more
buoyant than fresh water and you can float with your
head above water even while vertical as long as you
keep still and calm.
FIND OUT MORE
4
To find out more about I Am Water visit
www.iamwaterfoundation.org or find them on
Facebook as I Am Water Ocean Conservation and
Instagram as iamwater_foundation.
The St Ives Mermaid Facebook page gives two to
three days’ notice before each appearance. Look
out for the mermaid at Porthminster Bridge below
the train station in St Ives and find out more at
www.facebook.com/StIvesMermaid
Discover secret beaches in the UK via Wild
Swimming: Hidden Beaches by Daniel Start
(£16.99, Wild Things Publishing). Find out more
about the book on page 111.

Facing page: Colour a shoreline scene.
Illustration by Hennie Haworth, www.henniehaworth.co.uk

with tang, black and white striped sergeant majors, rainbow parrot fish,
trumpetfish, blue-head wrasse and cartoonishly rounded puffers.
Abigail Alldis is an author and journalist who hails from Colchester
but currently lives on the subtropical island, where she swims in the sea
whenever she can.
“You couldn’t get me out of the sea as a girl and I used to strike fear into
the hearts of my parents by always swimming in the opposite direction of
the shore,” she remembers. “Childhood holidays were spent camping in
Dunwich or at my grandmother’s beach hut in Walton-on-the Naze, and
every Sunday we would walk at Mersea Island so the beach was part of the
landscape of my childhood. I didn’t realise how much I loved swimming
until I came back to it as an adult and it awakened that child’s delight in me.
“I now live in Bermuda where I freedive and am training for my Padi
scuba certificate. I’m training for the End To End and Four Corners
challenges, which are long-distance swims around Bermuda’s islands, and
I’ve applied to study on the island’s marine turtle conservation fieldwork
programme this summer.”
Back in the UK, the icy waters on this side of the Atlantic are a constant
source of renewal for Laura Evans. Laura is better known as the St Ives
Mermaid, and regularly ‘washes up’ on the shore of the seaside town during
tourist season, much to the delight of wide-eyed young visitors.
When she’s not ‘mermaiding’, which includes practising breath holds and
swimming with a realistic-looking 30lb ergonomic tail, Laura swims in St
Ives harbour and says it brings her great joy.
“My mum introduced me to swimming very early which gave me a
confident start as a swimmer,” she explains. “I was also encouraged to do
surf lifesaving in order to understand sea safety. The power of the sea should
be respected.
“It’s no surprise that pretending to be a mermaid was part of my sea
adventuring when I was younger but, as with many childhood fantasies,
I grew out of it. That was until I moved back to St Ives from London
and fell in love with my hometown and the sea all over again, with a real
understanding of the rejuvenating power and inspiration the sea can offer.
“I was paddle boarding at sunset one evening and thought how magical
it would be for a mermaid to swim into St Ives harbour one day, much to
the bewilderment of onlookers. It was in that moment that I decided to
become a mermaid for St Ives and it has been quite an incredible journey
since then!”
These days wild swimming has transformed from an eccentrics-only
activity into a growing national obsession. The Outdoor Swimming Society
now has 27,000 members and its organised swims sell out in hours.
With an increase in the popularity of open water swimming has come the
creation of more manmade lakes and monitored events. The sea, by contrast,
offers the ultimate wild experience, without entry forms or membership fees.
“One of my favourite things is swimming nude and Cornwall has a few
beautiful secluded coves which are perfect for some peaceful, uninterrupted
wild swimming,” says Laura.
I swam near Dartmouth last December, a last ditch attempt at getting
in the water before winter set in. It was quite a trek to the beach, a tiny
cove tucked away from prying eyes, and reached via a wooden ladder. My
daughter and I pulled on our protective rubber layers and tiptoed into the
sea together, happy to be in the bitter water, under the low glare of a feeble
winter sun.
There were shards of seaweed floating below the surface, glowing green
and vibrant. As we held still to float for a while, tiny silver fish idled by
curiously. What were these strange rubbery creatures doing in the sea at
this time of year? The slightest movement and they flickered away. After
ten minutes we crawled out of the water. Peeling off our suits, our skin was
pink and shiny like newly boiled lobsters, scalded and sensitive. Unlike the
lobsters, I have never felt so alive.

